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1. Ada shares the Psalms, but she doesn’t always quote them word for word. It seems as if she is 
reminding her family of the psalmists’ words more than she is quoting them. It’s as if she is sharing 
words from a friend. What has been your experience with the book of Psalms?

2. In chapter 6, David says, “You don’t truly know someone until you share your mornings and your 
nights with them.” Do you agree or disagree with this statement? Why?

3. Bishop Atlee explains to Julia, “You are still a child to your parents no matter how old you become.” 
Recall a time you have experienced this sentiment with your own children or from your parents.

4. Chapter 7 contains a conversation between Caleb and his dad. This is very different from the typical 
view of marriage. What is your response to it?

5. In chapter 14, we see Julia’s wedding day. As she waits in her room, she runs her hand over the 
double wedding ring quilt and recalls that “It had gone in the blanket chest at the foot of her bed, 
buried there with her hopes and dreams.” But on this day, God is giving her the dream she’d long ago 
forgotten. What dreams in your life has God fulfilled?

6. In chapter 17, Sharon leaves her home upset, confused, and convinced her family doesn’t love her. 
Have you been through any situations like this? How did God convince you that you are loved?

7. In chapter 19, Ada prays over Sharon with the words of Psalm 23. Have you read that psalm lately? 
Think of a time in your life when this portion of God’s Word ministered to you.

8. I love the scene in chapter 26 when Julia and Caleb have their first big spat. What is causing Julia’s 
short temper? What about Caleb? How does his attitude make matters worse? How could they both 
have avoided the entire misunderstanding?

9. In chapter 29, we learn that Wess is growing his hair out so he can donate it to Locks of Love. Discuss 
this or another charitable program you have been involved with.

10. Ada describes what happened in Wisconsin on November 11, 1911. This was an actual event that 
included the tragedy described in the following chapters—record high and low temperatures, storms 
and tornadoes, followed by a blinding blizzard. All occurred within a 24-hour period. How does God 
use such events in our lives? How does it change the lives of Ada, Sharon, Julia, and Caleb?


